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Whitney Gordon-Mead, the CEO of

Intuit Wisdom, a Speaker, Certified

Life Coach, and Ordained Minister, is

an expert in helping women who feel

burned out and disconnected to

reclaim their passion and create the

life they desire. Whitney suffered

from overachiever burnout, but found

a way to heal from within. Now she

shares all that she’s learned through

her extensive training and her own

experience of rising from the ashes of

burnout. Whitney is the ideal

empowerment partner for anyone

looking to end their suffering and

rediscover a vibrant life. 
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Planning a live event for an audience of Women
Professionals and/or Business Owners?

The Challenge Many Women Face: Burnout

3 Secrets To Beating Burnout And  
Creating All You Desire 

Then you’ll want Whitney on your stage! Your audience will be

delighted by Whitney’s dynamic and engaging energy, and will walk

away with tangible tips, tools, and strategies they can apply to their

lives immediately.

The 16 signs of burnout  

The #1 mindset shift required to beat burnout 

One of the biggest mistakes we make that can lead to burnout 

A simple 10-minute daily practice that increases alertness,

optimism, and energy, while decreasing depression and stress 

Specific techniques for breaking out of the burnout cycle 

The key to creating all that you desire - in your business and

your life - without burning out

Many women professionals and business owners put intense

pressure on themselves to achieve. As a result, they live in a

constant state of overwhelm and stress. If they’re not careful, the

stress can lead to total burnout.  

 

The difference between stress and burnout is just a matter of

degree. The earlier you recognize the signs, the better you’re able

to avoid burnout, IF you do something to ADDRESS the symptoms...

and better yet... prevent them! 

 

Here are several topics and themes Whitney can share at your next

event, in a dynamic and interactive presentation, called:  

 Contact Whitney Today

 What Women Are Saying

"Whitney has a powerful and relatable
message to share." ~ Allison Morgan 
 
"Whitney is extremely knowledgeable,
and an inspiration!" ~ Alysha Hoar 
 
"Whitney is an authentic speaker and
engaging storyteller." ~ Nancy Jane


